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DAVID GLOVER AND SCOTT MCCRACKEN

Introduction

What is popular fiction?

‘Popular fiction’ is a deceptively simple phrase, at once indispensable and

commonplace, yet often left unsettlingly vague. One of the problems with

finding a clear definition of popular fiction is that the object of study is not

always clear. The cultural formation designated by ‘popular fiction’ has

changed over time and varies according to its cultural and geographical

situation. In this volume, we identify the late nineteenth century as the

period when the genres that constitute so much of popular fiction emerge;

but we recognise that the reception of these genres is in a state of continuous

evolution. A key factor in this evolution has been the productive relation-

ship between popular fiction and new media technologies from radio, to

cinema, to the internet. This amounts to a wide view of culture and this

means that when we study popular fiction we are studying just such a broad

cultural field rather than a single object or objects.

But let us start with the simplest definition: popular fiction is frequently

thought of as those books that everyone reads, usually imagined as a

league table of bestsellers whose aggregate figures dramatically illustrate

an impressive ability to reach across wide social and cultural divisions with

remarkable commercial success. In itself, this open-ended definition tells us

very little, since it suggests that popular fiction is merely an empty box

within which almost any novel might find a highly lucrative place. But a

quick glance at the weekly charts shows that this is not so: certain popular

genres predominate. In the first week of July 2010, for example, seven of

the top ten paperback fiction titles in Britain were crime narratives by

such writers as Stieg Larsson, Harlan Coben, James Patterson, Lynda La

Plante and Patricia Cornwell, books that could variously be classed as

‘murder mysteries’, ‘crime thrillers’, ‘police procedurals’ or ‘detective

fiction’.1 Indeed, if one adds another title from the list, Picture Perfect by

the American author Jodi Picoult, arguably this tally would be even higher,
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for Picoult’s story of a woman’s painful escape from violent domestic

abuse begins with the heroine awakening bruised and bloody in a grave-

yard and struggling to recover the memory of who she is and what has

happened to her.

The fact that it is possible to pick out recurrent topics and formulae in

these weekly compilations suggests another way of understanding popular

fiction. According to this approach, popular fiction is primarily based upon

a limited number of forms or genres of narrative pleasure, such as suspense,

romantic complications, bodily horror or futuristic speculation. These rep-

ertoires of devices effectively bring their audiences into existence using

fictional lures that hook readers into the text, so that they are driven to

repeat the experience at regular intervals. In one of the earliest analytic

surveys of science fiction, New Maps of Hell (1960), the novelist Kingsley

Amis identified this type of pleasure-seeking as a type of addiction that

characteristically begins in adolescence. To get to the heart of any given

genre, so the argument goes, it is necessary to probe the nature of this

intense fixation. Despite Amis’s somewhat dated insistence on the inher-

ently addictive properties of genre reading – today we would speak of ‘fans’

or ‘fandom’ – readers who are strongly committed to particular kinds of

writing can certainly be identified.

But two important qualifications need to be made here. First, while it is

undoubtedly true that much contemporary reading is organised in this way,

typical instances of popular genre, such as those narratives shelved under

‘crime fiction’ or ‘romance’, are more loosely structured than the metaphor

of addiction suggests. As the variety of possible labels for several of the July

2010 bestsellers indicates, narratives that are built around crime scarcely

comprise a homogeneous category. Picture Perfect involves a mystery and

an investigation, but it is also about making sense of emotional entrapment

and dealing with difficult personal relationships. A book by Lynda La Plante

which sold roughly the same number of copies as Picture Perfect in the same

week provides an instructive comparison. Set within a team of police

detectives, La Plante’s Silent Scream clearly belongs among the more ortho-

dox traditions of crime writing than does Picoult’s novel, yet its central

concern is with the professional tensions experienced by its heroine DI Anna

Travis, as she attempts to do her job successfully in a predominantly male

working environment.

Questions of gender are never far away in the work of both these other-

wise rather different writers. And this is true of the weekly charts as a

whole, suggesting that the links between generic elements and sexual differ-

ence are a major factor in the success of a bestselling text. Each week, the

thematic mix displayed among the ten bestselling paperbacks undergoes a
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subtle shift. In the week following the first list of bestselling paperbacks in

July, two of the crime narratives had disappeared, pushed out by Take a

Chance on Me from ‘chick lit’ writer Jill Mansell, and David Balducci’s True

Blue, a thriller about a former woman police officer trying to get back her

old job on the force. Picture Perfect had moved into the number one spot,

selling over 14,000 more copies in a week than the previous occupant, a

book of short stories by the Irish novelist Maeve Binchy. So the second

important point to make about popular fiction is the fluid and heteroge-

neous nature of much of its audience. Indeed, what this brief survey indi-

cates is that it is possible to think in terms of two distinct but overlapping

popular readerships: those who come closest to resembling Amis’s ‘addicts’,

locked into a given genre or subgenre, though often reading books that do

not command massive sales; and a wider, more diverse audience that moves

in and out of the various divisions of the popular fiction market. Such

readers might pick up Larsson’s The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, but

would not necessarily turn to crime fiction for their next read.

Thus, it would be misleading to imply that the ‘popular’ in popular fiction

is purely a matter of sales. In fact, the concept of the ‘popular’ has a longer

and more complex political and cultural history that also impacts upon the

ways in which popular fiction has been understood. In her invaluable

history of the word, Morag Shiach (1989) points out that ‘popular’ first

began to appear in sixteenth-century legal contexts, referring to rights or

prerogatives that were available to everyone, as in the concept of ‘popular

government’ or government by all the people and not just some. This usage

soon came to be regarded with suspicion by members of the political class

and, by the early seventeenth century, to be described as ‘popular and

ambitious’ meant that you were someone who sought to trick or deceive

people; and ‘popularity’ became a pejorative term for gaining influence over

people in order to serve one’s own nefarious political ends.2 At the same

time, the notion of the popular was inverted and disvalued, as when the

writer Jonathan Swift described riots and protests as ‘popular commotions’,

so that the ‘popular’ signified what is ‘low’ or ‘base’, in the sense of vulgar,

degraded or open to manipulation.

Each of these shades of meaning captures part of the truth about the

concept of the popular, but they pull in different directions, posing some-

thing of a dilemma. For anyone trying to make sense of the ‘popular’, this

tension between what is genuinely a manifestation of popular taste or will

and what is imposed upon people by those for whom culture is a business

constitutes the central historical dynamic of modern popular culture, ‘the

double movement of containment and resistance’, as the cultural critic

Stuart Hall once characterised it.3 In an acute overview of the debates
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around popular culture, Hall argued against emphasising one pole of this

dynamic at the expense of the other. For it is crucial to see that the entire

cultural field is constantly in flux, torn between competing interests and

attachments:

If the forms of provided popular culture are not purely manipulative, then it

is because, alongside the false appeals, the foreshortenings, the trivialization

and shortcircuits, there are also elements of recognition and identification,

something approaching a recreation of recognisable experiences and attitudes,

to which people are responding (p. 233).

What happens in the home or in the workplace, the relationships among

men and women or between ethnic groups and social classes, furnishes the

raw material out of which the characters and situations that populate the

pages of popular fiction are constructed, not as an unproblematic approxi-

mation to the real, but as a stylised and highly mediated set of narrative

modes. Yet while ‘the cultural industries do have the power constantly

to rework and reshape what they represent’, their activities are always

the site of an ongoing struggle around what is acceptable, what rings true,

and what can be enjoyed uncritically (p. 233). In Hall’s view, it is these

social, political and economic conflicts that make popular culture into a

kind of battleground. And although the examples he cites go as far back

as the seventeenth century, it is the decades between the 1880s and the

1920s that he identifies as a watershed in ‘the changed relationship

between the people and the concentration and expansion of the new

cultural apparatuses’ (p. 231).

Defining the field

Like Stuart Hall, we, too, see the end of the nineteenth century as the

period when the distinctive genres of twentieth-century popular fiction –

detective stories, science fiction, romance and Gothic horror – emerge in

their modern forms. This is not to deny their much older precursors.

As Roger Luckhurst notes in Chapter 4, the roots of the Gothic are usually

located in the eighteenth century and some critics date elements of detective

stories, romance and science fiction as far back as the myths of antiquity.

Nevertheless, it is the application of the new technologies of industrial

production to publishing, an expanding market driven by increased lite-

racy and urbanisation, and the emergence of new commercial media that

together decisively change the conditions in which popular fiction is

created. In editing this Companion, one of our main aims has been to place

the growth and development of contemporary popular fiction in historical
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perspective. This is a complex task because the different strands that com-

prise popular fiction as we know it today do not inhabit a single uniform

time-frame, but are often the product of diverse kinds of histories. Genres

and cultural forms have their own particular genealogies and the labels by

which they are known can be highly controversial, with sharp disagree-

ments about how, and even whether, terms like ‘detective fiction’ or ‘graphic

novel’ ought to be used. Concepts such as ‘pulp fiction’ or the ‘bestseller’ do

not have clear critical histories or rather their critical histories are still in the

process of being made.

For this reason, the focus of the first four chapters is upon the ways in

which the broad field of popular fiction came to be established, not only

through changes in the publishing industry, but also through the creation of

a reading public. In the first half of the nineteenth century, the book trade

was dominated by sales to private subscription libraries patronised by

middle-class readers, while artisans and unskilled workers tended to rely

on cheap fiction published in weekly or monthly parts. In Chapter 1, David

Glover traces the rise and fall of this dual economy as inexpensive reprints

created a growing market for single-volume novels and writers found new

outlets in the rapidly expanding network of popular fiction magazines. It

was within this new force-field that the core genres took hold – although

why a relatively small sub-set of popular genres rather than others were so

massively successful remains hotly contested.4

There are at least two factors that complicate the search for a satisfactory

explanation of how specific kinds of writing, certain texts and certain

authors come to dominate. In the first place, as some of the most challen-

ging recent historical studies have emphasised, the changing spatial patterns

of book circulation over time have long had a significant international

dimension. In his Atlas of the European Novel 1800–1900 (1998), for

example, Franco Moretti has argued that France differed markedly from

the rest of Europe because the high esteem enjoyed by the French language

in this period allowed it to create a flourishing export trade in fiction, while

importing very little. French novels could therefore ‘travel faster and farther,

occupying cultural niches before their rivals’ – hence the pan-European

success of a hugely popular writer like Alexandre Dumas.5 But it was not

just individual works of fiction that moved from country to country: some

types of popular narrative, like the ‘mysteries of the city’ genre associated

with Sue and Reynolds in the mid-nineteenth century, were picked up

and rewritten for a variety of national cultures, exchanging Berlin or

San Francisco for Paris and London as their familiar settings. To chart

these movements and transformations we perhaps need to supplement the

methods of close reading used by most literary critics and historians with
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what Moretti terms ‘distant reading’. For Moretti, reading at a distance sets

aside the personal encounter with a particular text in order ‘to focus on

units that are much smaller or larger than the text: devices, themes, tropes –

or genres and systems’ and to see the literary field as a whole in action.6

Second, when explaining the successes achieved by popular fiction, it is

vital that we place them within the broader field of popular culture. The

history of popular fiction leads into another history, that of the busy traffic

between narrative fiction and those extra-literary modes of popular culture,

including stage and screen, without which popular fiction is now incon-

ceivable, either as an economic system or as a system of images and

representations. As Nicholas Daly notes in his essay on ‘Fiction, theatre,

and early cinema’ (Chapter 2), popular fiction was not only part of a two-

way transatlantic commercial flow during the second half of the nineteenth

century, but there was also a close and symbiotic relationship between

popular literary texts and visual narrative, initially through the theatre and

then via film with the entry of this new medium into the already existing

spaces and practices of spectacle and performance. Silent cinema was, of

course, overtaken by the so-called ‘talkies’ in the early 1930s, while film in

turn faced competition from radio and then, from the 1950s, television, both

of which offered new types of home-centred entertainment. The interrelation-

ships identified by Daly in the late 1800s have a rather longer history than we

usually assume, and in Chapter 3 John Caughie extends this link by showing

the sustained historical connection between nineteenth-century serials and

their varied incarnations in present-day television.

In the mass politics of the twentieth century, the vast audiences that

these cultural forms could attract meant that they inevitably belonged to a

turbulent yet increasingly profitable cultural field in which popular narra-

tives circulated from one medium to another. Many of the chapters in this

Companion seek to gain purchase on this turbulence by describing vari-

ations of that recurrent moment when the popular is identified as a

problem and brought into peculiarly sharp relief. Predictably, negative

definitions are the order of the day: a particular type of popular reading

matter is branded as monstrous; as dangerously feminine; as sexually

transgressive; or as corrupting and degenerate. Such moments are best

understood as (self-)interested attempts to police and tame what are per-

ceived to be the most unruly and recalcitrant elements within popular

culture – one thinks, for example, of the moral panics around horror

comics in the 1950s or the continuing concern about violent or porno-

graphic writing in the present. While cultural critics have their work cut

out in trying to unearth the underlying stakes and investments that animate

such controversies, the difficulties that they face are very much a product

david glover and scott mccracken
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of the complex interrelationships between readers, genres, media and the

culture industries in which they are embedded.

But, as Roger Luckhurst points out in Chapter 4, popular fiction did not

merely depend upon the rise of large-scale audiences or readerships, it was

also part of a new and dynamic public sphere, in which discussion and

debate became possible, and through which a new public openness could be

relayed. Sometimes views could be exchanged in response to newspaper or

magazine reviews, but public opinion could also be directly mobilised while

attending drama and other entertainments in theatres and the early picture

palaces. The anxieties provoked by these forms of mass participation were

integral to discussions of popular culture in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries and worries about the volatility of popular taste have frequently

underpinned both theory and research. As we will see in a moment, the

investigation of audiences, their formation and reading habits has been a

central area of interest for scholars concerned with popular fiction, not least

because reading publics are continually being remade, not only in relation

to new writers and new texts, but also when the constituents of well-

established genres start to change their meaning. In the 1950s, for instance,

no one would have predicted that Jim Thompson’s lurid American ‘paper-

back originals’ like After Dark, My Sweet (1955) or The Killer Inside Me

(1952) would have acquired a cult following among youthful male readers

some forty years later in the aftermath of second-wave feminism, nor that

these former drugstore paperbacks would be marketed under a ‘classic

crime’ trade imprint. This example again underscores the fluidity and

heterogeneity of popular fiction and also reflects the ongoing two-way

influence of film and print. In this kind of volatile environment, the recyc-

ling of popular texts is often perceived as a challenge to standards of public

taste, as indicated by the recent controversy surrounding the portrayal of

violence in British director Michael Winterbottom’s film adaptation of The

Killer Inside Me (2010). Understandings of the readership of popular fiction

are central to such controversies and Chapters 5–7 focus on these issues, but

the question of the audience features in almost every chapter of this volume.

Readers and audiences

Interest in the audience of popular fiction has been part of a critical shift in

the last half century that has sought to take ordinary readers seriously rather

than condemning their bad taste. But the reader is as much a sociological

and a historical problem as a literary one and studies of readers have often

emerged from outside literary studies. Mike Denning’s influential Mechanic

Accents: Dime Novels and Working-Class Culture (1985) is, as its name
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suggests, as much a study of working-class culture as pulp fiction. Such

work continues to probe hitherto neglected historical records in order – in

the words of Jonathan Rose – ‘to enter the minds of ordinary readers in

history, to discover what they read and how they read it’.7 In his book The

Intellectual Life of the British Working Classes (2001), Rose argues that we

need to ‘break the habit of treating high culture and popular culture as two

distinct categories with mutually exclusive audiences’. The recollections of

the self-educated nineteenth- and twentieth-century men and women in his

study indicate that they immersed themselves in ‘a promiscuous mix of high

and low’, irrespective of geographical location, generation or economic

status and, although they often discriminated between different types of

reading matter, some were keenly aware that ‘even classics could appropri-

ate themes and devices from trash literature’ (pp. 369, 371).

The experience of women readers has been subject to a comparable

reassessment. Women have always, from the eighteenth century onwards,

been the majority of readers of fiction and, as Nicola Humble and Kaye

Mitchell describe (Chapters 5 and 7) their association with the popular novel

has often been used as a pretext for its dismissal. The growth of critical

interest in popular fiction aimed at women was part of the wider impact of

second-wave feminism on literary studies through which neglected female

writers and readers have been reassessed and women’s contribution to all

forms of literature has been scrupulously re-examined. A feminist-inspired

concern with women’s experience has led to research into those forms of

popular fiction where that experience is represented and contested, inclu-

ding those texts which command the largest audiences. In the cases of both

class and gender formations, popular fiction offers not so much an authen-

tic account of people’s everyday lives, but an example of the interaction

between that experience and the dominant (or hegemonic) social and

cultural structures and ideologies. Thus, interpretations of popular romance

are themselves the site of considerable disagreement. Mills and Boon

romances (or Harlequin in North America) have been interpreted both as

instances of women’s oppression and subordination, and alternatively as

containing repressed elements of resistance and even revenge.8

The representation of sexuality has long been a particularly fraught area,

the subject of moralism and taboo for much of the previous century and

beyond, not least where depictions of lesbianism or homosexuality have

been at issue. As Mitchell and Erin Smith (Chapter 8) make clear, it was the

most despised reaches of the mass paperback market that provided a space

within which such queer sexualities could be explored, their illicit appeal

struggling against (and perhaps incited by) the orthodox medical and reli-

gious discourses that sought to pathologise them. The fear and fascination

david glover and scott mccracken
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aroused by this kind of fantasmatic reading at the limit is a sign of the

intensity with which such ‘trashy’ texts are consumed by readers who only

meet in their imaginations.

This example is a reminder that, despite the upsurge of interest, as

Humble and Scott McCracken (Chapter 6) remind us, the reader’s experi-

ence probably remains the least understood dimension of popular fiction.

Just as lesbian romance can attract a sexually diverse audience, so, in the

increasingly globalised field that popular fiction has now become, cross-

gendered, cross-racial and cross-cultural readerships are more often the

norm than the exception. While the success of African-American writers

such as Terry McMillan has benefited directly from the large market for

fiction amongst African-American women in the United States, her audience

extends well beyond that community. Popular forms such as romance have

been remarkably adaptable across cultures and across media. For example,

Latin American telenovelas are melodramatic, serialised television dramas

with romantic themes that relate to novelas rosas, the Spanish equivalent of

anglophone formula romance. While telenovelas have a clear origin and

cultural base, starting in Mexico in the 1950s, with Brazil now the biggest

producer, their audience now extends beyond the Hispanic population of

the Americas to Eastern Europe, Asia and parts of the Middle East and

Africa. Some have even been remade for different national audiences. The

Colombian, Yo soy Betty la fea, became Ugly Betty in the United States, but

there are also versions in at least fifteen other languages. As McCracken

shows with the example of crime writer Walter Mosley, popular fiction

circulates between local and global markets, taking on different meanings

in different places. Yet there is relatively little known about the nuances of

the different receptions of popular fictions in different places and contexts.9

If, as Humble makes clear, research into audiences and reading communities

has become an indispensable element in the study of popular fiction, there is

no shortage of questions in search of answers.

One area identified by Humble and Brenda Silver (Chapter 11) as a

rich source for understanding reader response is the vast quantity of fan

fictions found on the internet. These usually bear a direct relationship to

existing popular texts in a number of media ‘canons’, but create their own

‘fan-on’, which interprets and manipulates the original generic forms in new

ways. Narrative forms such as blogs have also crossed back into paperback

form, as with the sex-blogs discussed by Mitchell. Such examples give

some indication of the relationship between the private (or, more accurately,

‘privatised’) consciousness of the individual reader and the public media, of

which the internet is only the latest, if the most far-reaching apparatus. This

suggests that the boundary between private and public consciousness is
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permeable, that readers are actively engaged in the making and remaking of

popular fiction and, as Scott McCracken in Chapter 6 suggests, popular

fiction’s success depends on the degree to which it can bring together and

represent the diffuse temporalities of modernity in forms which the reader

can relate to.

New media environments

The field of popular fiction has become more complicated in the last fifty

years as new media have emerged using the internet as their platform, while

older forms of fiction have gained a new prominence. We have already

alluded to blogs and fan fictions as examples of the former, but these are

only part – although a rapidly proliferating part – of a much bigger picture

that also takes in computer gaming and interactive narratives. By contrast,

pulp fiction is an area of popular writing that has changed out of all

recognition since the dime novels started to appear in the United States in

the middle years of the nineteenth century, the days of Buffalo Bill and

Deadwood Dick. In fact, the very term ‘pulp fiction’, immortalised in the

title of Quentin Tarantino’s intensely style-conscious film (1994), evokes an

aura of nostalgia that owes much to a combination of committed historical

research and the collector’s passion for discarded exotica. Once a byword in

subliterary sensationalism, ‘pulp fiction’ reveals how the most universally

derided of popular forms can undergo comprehensive re-evaluation,

upgraded from a suspect set of narrative formulae to what could best be

described as an edgy contemporary sensibility – as discussed in Chapter 8

by Erin Smith.

The pulps show the fluidity of popular genres and how idiosyncratic their

histories can be, a point which is reinforced by Hillary Chute and Marianne

DeKoven’s chapter on comics and graphic novels. Although they trace the

pre-history of comics back to eighteenth-century engravings, the evolution

of this medium contains ruptures as well as continuities and the movement

from the comic book to the graphic novel can hardly be judged a smooth

transition. Authors like Alan Moore actively dislike the term ‘graphic

novel’, dismissing it as a mere marketing tool and preferring instead the

unpretentious ‘comic book’, a tradition which continues to flourish, not

least in the thousands of webcomics and online comics available through the

internet. From an international perspective, the growth of comics has been

uneven, with sudden and hugely successful bursts of activity that have seen

some late developers like post-1945manga in Japan blossoming remarkably

quickly, shaped by centuries-old indigenous techniques in printing and

painting and by the massive importation of Western comics after the Second
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